
STATE OF ILLINOIS
BEFORE THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION

Illinois Commerce Commission
    On Its Own Motion

:
:
: ICC Docket No. 11-0710

In re Proposed Contracts Between
Chicago Clean Energy, LLC and Ameren 
Illinois Company and Between Chicago 
Clean Energy, LLC and Northern Illinois 
Gas Company for the Purchase and Sale 
of Substitute Natural Gas Under the 
Provisions of Illinois Public Act 97-0096

:  
:
:
:
:
:
:

VERIFIED MOTION FOR
CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT OF

PORTIONS OF DOCUMENTS PREVIOUSLY
FILED BY CHICAGO CLEAN ENERGY, LLC

Chicago Clean Energy, LLC (“CCE”), by and through its attorneys, DLA Piper LLP (US), 

and pursuant to the November 21, 2011 Chief Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling, respectfully 

requests confidential treatment of portions of certain documents filed by CCE during the course of 

this proceeding.  In support of this Motion, CCE respectfully states as follows:

I.

Introduction

1. On July 13, 2011, Governor Quinn signed Public Act 97-0096, which set out a 

framework for the development of a clean coal SNG brownfield facility.  (See 20 ILCS 3855/1-

10; 220 ILCS 9-220 (h-1), et seq.)

2. On October 11, 2011, pursuant to the framework set out in Public Act 97-0096, 

the Illinois Power Agency provided a draft Sourcing Agreement to the Illinois Commerce 

Commission (“Commission”).  Public Act 97-0096 requires the Commission to, upon receipt of 
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the draft Sourcing Agreement, determine an appropriate return on equity for the clean coal SNG 

brownfield facility’s equity investors.  (See 220 ILCS 9-220(h-3)(1)(B).)

3. On November 2, 2011, the Commission opened the instant docket to determine 

the appropriate return on equity as required by the Act.  Pursuant to a case schedule ordered by 

the presiding Chief Administrative Law Judge, on November 18, 2011, CCE has filed Verified 

Comments Regarding Return on Equity (“Verified Comments”) and exhibits thereto.  On 

November 23, 2011, CCE filed Verified Reply Comments Regarding Return on Equity

(“Verified Reply Comments”) and exhibits thereto.  

4. Portions of some of those filings contained confidential and proprietary 

information.  In particular:

 With respect to the four-page Verified Comments, one number on page 4 was 
redacted;

 With respect to the 56-page Exhibit B to the Verified Comments, pages 1-52 were 
redacted;

 With respect to the 112-page Exhibit C to the Verified Comments, certain 
numbers, charts, and analysis on pages 6, 8-13, 25-29, 33-34, 38, 43-44, 47, 49-52 
of the Report of Philip Q Hanser (“Hanser Report), and certain charts on pages 1-
33 of Exhibit PQH-4 to the Hanser Report, were redacted;

 With respect to the seven-page Exhibit D to the Verified Comments, certain 
numbers and charts on pages 6-7 were redacted; and

 With respect to the 10-page Exhibit A to the Verified Reply, certain numbers and 
charts on pages 3 and 6 were redacted.

5. Nothing in the three-page Exhibit A to the Verified Comments was redacted.  

Similarly, nothing in the two-page Verified Reply Comments was redacted, and nothing in the 

nine-page Exhibit B to the Verified Reply Comments was redacted.

6. In accordance with Commission practice, CCE filed the confidential and 

proprietary versions of its November 18 and November 23, 2011 filings on ICC e-Docket and 
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served copies of those filings upon the Chief Administrative Law Judge and the Staff of the 

Commission.  CCE also contemporaneously filed non-confidential redacted versions of those 

filings on ICC e-Docket and served copies of those filings upon the Chief Administrative Law 

Judge and all persons listed on the official Service List as reflected by e-Docket.

7. In addition, contemporaneous with filing its Verified Comments on November 18, 

2011, CCE also filed a Motion for Entry of a Protective Order together with a proposed 

Protective Order modeled on Protective Orders entered in other recent Commission proceedings.  

Consistent with normal Commission practice, the Protective Order proposed by CCE would 

provide a simple means for parties to the proceeding to obtain copies of all confidential filings 

made by CCE (or any other party), while providing a reasonable level of confidential protection 

to that confidential information.  The standard language included in CCE’s proposed Protective 

Order would allow parties to access the confidential information if they agreed to abide by the 

terms of the proposed Protective Order and any modifications thereto made by the Commission.  

To date, no party has responded in any way to CCE’s proposed Protective Order, with the 

exception of the Office of the Attorney General requesting a copy of the confidential 

information; CCE confidentially has provided that information to the Attorney General’s Office.

8. By this Motion, CCE seeks a Commission Order providing for confidential 

treatment of the information designated as confidential by CCE in its November 18 and 

November 23, 2011 filings.  This does not mean that parties participating in this proceeding will 

be denied access to that information; on the contrary, CCE has affirmatively sought entry of a 

Protective Order consistent with Commission practice so that allows access on a simple basis to 

parties needing to review the information for purposes of this proceeding.
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II.

Statutory Law, Regulations, And Recent Case Law
Support Confidential Treatment Of The Information Such As That Designated By CCE

9. The Public Utilities Act (“Act”) requires the Commission to protect confidential 

and proprietary information submitted to it:

Protection of confidential and proprietary information.  The 
Commission shall provide adequate protection for confidential and 
proprietary information furnished, delivered or filed by any person, 
corporation or other entity.

(220 ILCS 5/4-404.) (Emphasis added.)

10. The Commission’s Rules of Practice similarly provide for protection of 

“confidential, proprietary or trade secret nature of any data, information or studies.”  (83 Ill. 

Admin. Code 200.430(a).)  The protection afforded to such confidential, proprietary, or trade 

secret nature of any data, information or studies is not limited to any specific time period and 

“may exceed five years upon a showing of good cause.”  (83 Ill. Admin. Code 200.430(b).)

11. The Illinois Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) affords similar protection for 

confidential or proprietary information.  Section 7(g) of the Illinois FOIA exempts from public 

disclosure:

Trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained 
from a person or business where the trade secrets or information 
are proprietary, privileged or confidential, or where disclosure of 
the trade secrets or information may cause competitive harm . . ..

(5 ILCS 140/7(g).) (Emphasis added.)  Recent authoritative case law from the Illinois Appellate 

Court specifically dealing with information submitted to the Commission mandates a broad 

application of the protection of confidential or proprietary information.  In BlueStar Energy 

Services, Inc. v. Illinois Commerce Commission, decided in 2007, the Appellate Court stated:
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The Illinois legislature intended that the term trade secret would be 
construed broadly.  The bill’s authors included the trade secret 
exemption because they did not wish to discourage private parties 
from doing business with the State.

(BlueStar, 374 Ill. App. 3d 990, 995 (1st Dist. 2007) (emphasis added) (quoting Roulette v. Dep’t 

of Central Management Services, 141 Ill. App. 3d 394, 399 (1st Dist. 1986).).  The BlueStar

Court affirmed the Commission’s position in favor of confidential treatment even though the 

Court found that the document in question “does not contain trade secrets in the conventional 

sense . . ..”  (374 Ill. App 3d at 995.)  In short, Illinois Courts clearly have recognized the need 

for meaningful, robust protection of confidential information submitted to the Commission and 

other agencies.

III.

The Designated Information Is Non-Public,
Highly Confidential, And Competitively Sensitive

12. CCE is part of an energy business which is being developed by Leucadia National 

Corporation as part of an initiative called “Leucadia Energy.”  In addition to the CCE project to 

be located in Chicago, Leucadia Energy is developing three additional multi-billion-dollar 

facilities (in Indiana, Mississippi, and Louisiana) all based around gasification technology and 

the conversion of solid carbonaceous feedstocks into valuable energy and chemical products.  As 

with any other business, Leucadia Energy faces competition in the execution of its business 

model, and disclosure of its confidential information poses a concrete threat of placing Leucadia 

Energy at a competitive disadvantage.  

13. The essence of the Leucadia Energy business model is a program to successfully 

develop and finance of these capital-intensive gasification facilities.  Leucadia Energy has spent 

years and tens of millions of dollars understanding every aspect of these developments, and has 
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cultivated a particular expertise in structuring financeable development transaction that are based 

on long-term contracts, public-private partnerships, relationships with key engineering and 

technology firms, and a sophisticated execution strategy.

14. Leucadia Energy’s business would be harmed by competitors gaining propriety 

information that has been produced during the development of the business model.  These trade 

secrets can generally be placed in categories:

 Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC): Expected project schedules, 
chances of cost overruns, risk management strategies, guarantees available;

 Financial: Equity cash flows, rate of return, risk-adjusted rate of return, capital 
structure, proprietary market forecasts, cost structures; and

 Technical: Performance of major equipment for heat and material balances, 
guarantees available, probability for difference performance levels, maintenance 
schedules, consumption of catalysts and chemicals

15. All of the information above would be valuable to a competitor to Leucadia 

Energy.  Because of the complexity of the Leucadia Energy/CCE business model and the large 

scale of the development projects, “competitors” in this sense could come in many forms: 

 Similar energy development efforts, which could compete for financing, 
feedstocks, or offtake contracts;

 Similar investments, which could compete for equity or debt sources;

 Competing technology platforms, which could violate CCE’s confidentiality 
agreements with its vendors and in any event could allow competitors to discern 
non-public and highly sensitive information about the vendors’ products; 

 Other natural gas producers, who could engage in predatory pricing; and

 Vendors or suppliers, who could capitalize on non-public information about
Leucadia Energy/CCE’s cost structures.  

16. Disclosure of confidential or proprietary information to any of these parties is 

likely to cause harm to Leucadia Energy’s business, and make CCE a less viable project.  
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Accordingly, CCE’s November 18 and November 23, 2011 filings contained certain redactions 

as explained below.

17. Verified Comments: CCE’s expected all-inclusive rate of return is redacted from 

this document and all other documents.  While the “base” rate of return has been a subject of 

public hearing and open discussion, the all-in rate of return (including risk-adjusted) is 

proprietary to CCE.  It is understood by all parties that expected all-in rate of return varies 

significantly according to assumptions regarding market forecasts, technical performance, and 

Engineering, Procurement and Construction (“EPC”) outcomes and is difficult to predict in an 

exact fashion.  Yet, it is exactly these assumptions which are proprietary and highly confidential 

to Leucadia Energy, representing the accumulated knowledge of years of work in this industry.

18. Exhibit B to the Verified Comments: Redacts all proprietary financial modeling 

around cash flows, cost structures, and rate of return.  Again, this modeling and analysis is 

proprietary and highly confidential to Leucadia Energy, representing the accumulated knowledge 

of years of work in this industry.

19. Exhibit C to the Verified Comments: Redacts all-in rate of return and graphs 

derived from the cash flow model (Exhibit B to the Verified Comments).  Also redacts risk 

assumptions regarding probability of construction overruns, probability of performance setbacks 

or increases.

20. Exhibit D to the Verified Comments: Redacts all-in rate of return and graphs 

derived from the cash flow model (Exhibit B to the Verified Comments).

21. Exhibit A to the Verified Reply Comments: Redacts all-in internal rates of return 

and CCE equity contribution from the cash flow pro forma.
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22. The redactions contained in CCE’s filings cover information that is quintessential 

trade secret, proprietary information that is competitively sensitive and fits well within the scope 

of information that the Commission regularly affords confidential treatment.  CCE’s redactions 

were carefully prepared, and sought to strike a balance between fair public dissemination of 

information in the context of a statutorily-required review by the Commission and the need to 

protect hard-earned trade secrets and to prevent the business from being harmed.

23. For the reasons set forth herein, public disclosure of the redacted information 

would provide Leucadia Energy/CCE’s competitors both inside and outside of Illinois with non-

public market intelligence about Leucadia Energy and CCE. 

24. CCE notes that Leucadia Energy has received confidential treatment of similar 

confidential information from federal and state agencies in connection with its other SNG 

development projects.  (See, e.g., Indiana Util. Regulatory Comm’n, Cause No. 43976, Order of 

the Commission dated November 22, 2011 at 105 (protecting financial model, among other 

documents).)

V.

The Information Should Be Afforded Confidential Treatment For Five Years

25. As noted above, the Commission’s Regulations do not place a limitation on the 

time that the Commission may maintain information as non-public.  The protection afforded to 

such confidential, proprietary, or trade secret nature of any data, information or studies is not 

limited to any specific time period and “may exceed five years upon a showing of good cause.”  

(83 Ill. Admin. Code 200.430(b).)  In other words, it is possible that there could be information 

submitted to the Commission that should be maintained as non-public information forever.
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26. CCE does not seek such indefinite treatment of its information as confidential.  

Instead, CCE requests that the information it has designated as confidential and proprietary be 

treated as non-public for five years.  

27. CCE recognizes that in some recent cases, the Commission has been reluctant to 

permit non-public status of confidential and proprietary information for five years and has 

instead chosen to permit non-public status of information for two years.  Respectfully, CCE

believes that given the sensitivity of the limited confidential information that CCE has submitted

viewed in the context of development projects that take many years to execute, the confidential 

information CCE has submitted should be maintained as non-public for five years.  

VI.

Conclusion

28. The redacted information contained in CCE’s November 18 and November 23, 

2011 filings is quintessential highly confidential and proprietary non-public business 

information.  The information falls precisely into the definition of “Trade secret” under the 

Illinois Trade Secrets Act, which includes “information” and “financial data” that “is sufficient 

to derive economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to other persons 

who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use.”  (765 ILCS 1065/2.)  As such, the 

redacted information should receive protection under the Act and the Commission’s Regulations 

as confidential, non-public information for five years.

29. No party will be prejudiced by affording such confidential treatment.  On the 

contrary, as noted above, CCE has affirmatively proposed a Protective Order that, if entered, 

would provide a simple mechanism for parties to review the redacted information for purposes of 

its use in this proceeding.
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WHEREFORE, Chicago Clean Energy, LLC respectfully requests that the Commission 

enter an Order, without hearing, protecting from disclosure for a period of not less than five 

years, the confidential versions of CCE’s of November 18, 2011 Verified Comments and 

Exhibits B, C, and D thereto, and Exhibit A to CCE’s November 23, 2011 Verified Reply

Comments.

Respectfully submitted,

CHICAGO CLEAN ENERGY, LLC

By: /s/ Christopher J. Townsend
One Of Its Attorneys

Christopher J. Townsend
Christopher N. Skey
Michael R. Strong
DLA Piper LLP (US)
203 N. LaSalle Street, Suite 1900
Chicago, IL 60601
christopher.townsend@dlapiper.com
christopher.skey@dlapiper.com
michael.strong@dlapiper.com
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STATE OF NEW YORK )
)  SS

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

VERIFICATION

Donald W. Maley, Jr., being first duly sworn, on oath deposes and says that he is the Vice 
President in charge of energy investments for Leucadia National Corporation, and a Vice 
President of Chicago Clean Energy, LLC, that he has read the above and foregoing document, 
knows of the contents thereof, and that the same is true to the best of his knowledge, information 
and belief.

_________________________________
Donald W. Maley, Jr.

Subscribed and sworn to me
this ___ day of December 2011.

___________________________________


